
MNEMONICS 
 

…on that day all the fountains of the great deep burst apart, and the floodgates  
of the sky broke open.  

 
 
Three-alarm. Hurricane. Midnight knock on the door.  
It is unclear when – but not if – the great deep  
will make its will known. Perhaps you’ve had a length of days  
to ready yourself. Perhaps 60 seconds. In either case,  
the once firm ground has already begun to drift.  
Will you grab that photograph of your father leaning over  
a workbench, his pleasure of joinery and sawdust  
everything you’ll ever need to know? Will you shove  
that flowery card, belated and from your ex, into your pocket,  
or commandeer the blue striped bowl, the silver candlesticks?  
When you get to where you’re going next, you’ll want to begin  
and begin and begin anew. Noah had the animals two-by-two,  
every rump and mewling a bookmark for where he left off.  
And though God’s mnemonics – rainbow in the sky,  
flesh upon the earth – are grander, meant to last across eons  
& contingencies, all memory is insufficient: a capricious  
and narrow device (so unlike the dove in her graceful  
out and back, out and back)— 
 
And the only buoy you’ve got. Forget the strike-anywhere  
matches, the sack of flour. Hoist your suitcase and stuff 
it full with clever things, though it may come down  
to one slender bracelet, one unnumbered page,  
each a ragged shorthand for everything already gone:  
a hammer balanced on a shelf, your sister’s skinny chicken-legs.  
The way light entered the kitchen in summer, the chill  
and thrill of ice cream spooned against your teeth,  
the winter of fever after fever and the first kiss you meant.  
The first lie you told, the sweetness of your foot pressed hard  
on the gas pedal. Pet turtles and multiplication tables  
and getting high near the railroad tracks after school.  
How tempting it is to forget what brought you to this  
undone place, face to face with these un-tethered bodies.  
Friend, what survives is the only truth. Place your hand  
on that photograph. The world is falling away.  
Remember to ask forgiveness of all you leave behind. 
 
 
 


